9am - 9:30am  Daily Check In
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: 
Gregg Renkes, John Bockmier, James Cason, Cole Rojewski, Nicholas Goodwin, Katharine MacGregor, John Tanner, David Bernhardt, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, Heather Swift, Todd Wynn, Christopher Prandoni, Samantha Hebert, Timothy Williams, Catherine Gulac, Gary Lawkowski, Gregory Zerzan, Elinor Werner, Hubbel Relat

9:30am - 10am  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Joseph Balash, David Bernhardt

10am - 10:15am  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Scott Angelle, David Bernhardt, Preston Beard

10:30am - 11:30am  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room 5160
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: 
Michelle Morin, Isis Farmer, David Bernhardt, Ian Slayton, James Bennett, Jennifer Bucatari, Brian Krevor, William Brown, Walter Cruickshank, James Schindler, Gregg Renkes, Renee Orr, Brian Hooker, Pedro Meléndez-arreaga, Jason Hill, Dennis Daugherty, Joseph Balash, Andrea Travnicek

12pm - 12:30pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: 
Cally Younger, Joseph Balash, Amanda Kaster, Tracie Lassiter, William Pendley, Casey Hammond

1pm - 1:30pm  External Call/Intergovernmental
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: David Bernhardt, Gregg Renkes, jennifer.l.naaden@hud.gov

1:30pm - 2pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: 
Katharine MacGregor, David Bernhardt, Kimberly Prill, William Pendley, Christopher Boone, Casey Hammond, John Mehlhoff, Nicole Alt, Drue DeBerry, Noreen Walsh, Bryan Arroyo
David Bernhardt

2pm - 2:30pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: David Bernhardt, Casey Hammond

2:30pm - 3pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Timothy Petty

3pm - 3:15pm  External Call/Intergovernmental
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Christopher Prandoni, David Bernhardt

Tue Aug 27, 2019

9am - 9:30am  Daily Check In
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: John Tanner, Christopher Prandoni, Katharine MacGregor, Heather Swift, Daniel Jorjani, Todd Willens, Samantha Hebert, David Bernhardt, Gregory Zerzan, Todd Wynn, John Bockmier, Cole Rojewski, Hubbel Relat, Gary Lawkowski, Elinor Werner, Catherine Gulac, Nicholas Goodwin, James Cason, Gregg Renkes, Timothy Williams

10am - 10:30am  Internal Event
Where: South Penthouse
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Alex Hinson

10:30am - 11am  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Christopher Prandoni, David Bernhardt, John Tahsuda

11am - 12pm  External Meeting/Intergovernmental
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Todd Willens, [b][6]-Sean Docey, WH.gov, David Bernhardt, Lori Mashburn

12pm - 12:30pm  Staff Call
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Sabra Ferre, David Bernhardt
1pm - 2pm  Weekly Politicals Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room- 5160
Calendar: Lori Mashburn
Created by: Natalie Davis

2pm - 2:20pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, OS_Thomas Baptiste

2:20pm - 2:30pm  Staff Brief
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Christopher Prandoni, David Bernhardt, John Tanner

2:30pm - 3pm  External Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Christopher Prandoni, John Tanner

3pm - 4pm  Internal Event
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert

Wed Aug 28, 2019

11:15am - 11:45am  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: David Bernhardt, James Voyles

12:45pm - 12:45pm  Depart DOI en route West Wing
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
1pm - 2pm  **External Lunch/Intergovernmental**
Where:  West Wing  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Samantha Hebert

2pm - 2pm  **Depart West Wing for DOI**
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Samantha Hebert

2:30pm - 3pm  **Staff Meeting**
Where:  Secretary's Office  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto  
Who:  Timothy Bergling, Michael Hershfeld, Nicholas Goodwin

3pm - 3:10pm  **External Call**
Where:  Secretary's Office -- they will call Shandria at 202- (b) (6) to be connected  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto  
Who:  Christopher Prandoni

3:45pm - 4pm  **Staff Meeting**
Where:  Secretary's Office  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto  
Who:  Tara Sweeney

5pm - 5:30pm  **Intergovernmental Call**
Where:  Secretary's Office  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto

---

**Thu Aug 29, 2019**

12:15pm - 12:45pm  **Intergovernmental Call (12:15pm ET/10:15am MT)**
Where:  Secretary to call Senator's cell (b) (6)  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto  
Who:  Cole Rojewski

---

**Fri Aug 30, 2019**

9am - 2pm  **DOI Site Inspections**
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto

3pm - 3:30pm  **Intergovernmental Call**
Where:  Secretary to call 202 (b) (6)  
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Leila Getto  
Who:  (b)(6)-Francis Brooke, WH.gov

5pm - 7pm  **Hold Personal**
Calendar:  David Bernhardt  
Created by:  Samantha Hebert